The following story is a “Google cut-up”.
The writer searched “faces” and then cut and pasted one sentence from the first 100 websites.
(Where possible, as the writer could only work with what he found.)
The harvested text was then cut and spliced to make a narrative.
Harvested text could only be used once.
No new words were written.
Only punctuation, capitalization and spacing were altered.
All 100 harvested cuts were in some way used.
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Generating Fast Faces
by Paul j Rogers
Alive with web-based applications, a modern city is a massive and ceaseless
information producer. Urban neighborhoods with pervasive unemployment and poverty are
home to the hungriest. One in 60 babies is born with some type of disorder. If you are funloving and outgoing, this is the place to be. This sunflower is thrilled to be decaying.
Dr. Seymour J. Rydal (PhD, Biochemistry) has a large jaw; it looks almost ogre-like.
(The guy’s skills: restaurant health inspection, the best rock & roll, and scamming tourists on
the side.) This experimenter celebrates the process, not the tool.
With the private jets, drink, drugs, clothes and haircuts, Vakula is a name that needs
no introduction. She serves as a symbol for the rebellion, a role model for girls everywhere.
She also shared several screenshots of their conversations via Facebook that detailed their
plans to meet up.
“I don’t know what it is about your face.”
“Seduction is treachery.”
“If you’d like to complain, I’d be happy to listen.”
“This ain’t my first rodeo, cowboy.”
Quick-drying, liquid liner sparkles with tiny hits of glitter. She’s been lucky to have
cover stories for Newsweek, The New York Times Sunday Magazine, and Men’s Journal.
Having fallen in love with three brothers in an Italian neo-realist film, her potential to
befriend groupies ripples under the surface. He has just shot a hippie; it’s been chalked up to
miscommunication.
“Have you ever wanted to be a police sketch artist?”
“I’m feeling a little boxed in.”
“If you’re a designer, you ain’t shit if you don’t touch your face in photographs.”
“…Unsettling housing prices.”
“Attention to detail, please. Otherwise you can…”
“…Data is the new oil.”
An old married man leaves his wife for a younger woman. ಠ‿↼
* * *
Autumn is approaching, and their loose and joyous spirit has stayed rich. After the
lessons learned on the mountain (the insulated mummy bag delivers warmth in temps down
to 20°F), testing and retesting scenarios to make ideas tangible, they glimpse thousands of
disparate pieces of localized information.
Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and bluetooth with vibrate on
disconnect, their beautiful little faces don’t show the scars they carry inside. (Note, however,
that their therapist is quite useless.)
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Because of the nature of the problem – a global network of reckless individuals – the
public and policymakers cannot hear the world’s sounds.
Fall of the Dominion.
Locate your tracking device.
“…Lemon-thyme, challah with maple syrup …”
“Microtia means a small, abnormally shaped or absent external ear.”
“…Gruyere, house-made aioli…”
“Humble pie.”
It’s going well, and we’re having a lot of fun with it so far.
* * *
A murder at the couple’s hotel creates a precarious bond between them. There is love
and loss but also free-thinking. In truth, no one knew these dangerous drugs can easily lead to
addiction. They refuse food and bathroom breaks.
“Look at that hair!”
“German translation?”
“9.”
“Chicken!”
By fortune, their tracks find a young, Greek-speaking guitarist. The latest project: a
new, limited edition skull. This isn’t starting to look smart. Later on, she means to go
sightseeing, take the path less travelled, but the locally connected code seems to have been
pulled.
* * *
As the cooler weather returns, this was becoming no more satisfying than his deadend marriage. As a woman who can feel and express, who can live with challenges, she
doesn’t have a lot of damage. They explore what it means to take risks. When individuals
wanted to find a dead guy, it was difficult to put a name to so many faces!
“I’m going to have to face this sooner or later.”
“Pass it off as prank, pretend it’s harmless.”
“We show up, they provide the towels!”
“Never one place...”
“…Always one jacket!”
Such Chemistry.
They wander from shop to shop, visit people in open houses, visit an inn or temple,
and sleep (if a bed that is water-resistant and 550-fil ProDown™ can be found).
* * *
Discussing social justice in a way that they can’t fully understand, the following
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characters:
“хотели бы узнать ваши предпочтения.”
(*Russian/English: Would like to know your preferences.)

“по поводу контента?”
(*Russian/English: About content?)

“Комметарии приветствуются!”
(*Russian/English: Comment welcome!)

“в паблике?”
(*Bulgarian/English: In PUBLIC?)

Small but important info.
In Russia, documenting the chaotic intensity: the man with specific experience in
protein and glycoprotein structural analysis!
We’ve come a long way, but the best is yet to come.
* * *
Algorithms sometimes find faces that are not while face substitution works best with
good, even lighting (the dial at the bottom). This deep network involves more than 120
million parameters. And so, while weight sharing at Holiday Inns, they’d test analog layers
(with the usual methods like date and battery indicator) for nearly half an hour at a time.
Secrets of identity lead to more murder. The UK media have gone into overdrive.
“Would you like to see your picture on the cover of a magazine?”
“Entertainment Weekly?”
“You need to do more.”
“Some people grow beards or moustaches but they leave a bit of skin showing.”
Our two soldiers have been in fierce combat. While on the run together, their
allegiance is put to the test. But the Face Detection Agency is onto them. What incendiary
characters!
“Still, we’ve got fashionable bags.”
“It is up to you to choose a therapy style that works.”
“Average faces are deleted after 10 minutes.”
“Our reputation goes very much before us.”
Must resist…
* * *
Rydal, now working in advertising, has many women in different ways. These
personalities must take control of the person at the same time and are available on
prescription. Neuroscientists and psychologists are quite interested in it.
Affected for years by a single violent incident, her day begins around 7:45am and
runs until around 3:00pm. With boot camp drills and therapy sessions, advisors attempt to
alleviate this life-debilitating problem that was created as a way to assess whether or not their
products are fully water-proof.
Throughout her career, she’s been lucky to re-create digital faces. His face
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recognition difficulties marks him to be struck from the group. However, keeping that from
old pirate’s beard, they have a one-night stand in New York.
While facilitating crime statistics with their clothes removed, they create new faces.
“A movie at the Marriott?”
“NewRetroWave mixtape instead.”
“We face rigorous challenges on a weekly basis.”
“But now you can be free.”
A second look.
She targets.
And, with a big heart, shoots.

Footnote:
*The harvested Russian/Bulgarian text was fed into Google translate. The foreign language
text was then cut-up in the same manner as other text. The translations (and the copied
names of source languages) were then pasted into the narrative.
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